The Heaven Ser ies – A Com parati v e T abl e

Product name

Material

Process

Stainless steel

MIM
(Metal Injection Molding)

Heaven VII

Stainless steel

MIM
(Metal Injection Molding)

BA

As with the model mentioned above, Heaven VIII, this is a model that has balanced contradictory elements - a richness
and steadiness of bass tones, and lengthy high tones and un-fragmented mellifluousness - on a high dimension. While
the BAM mechanism employed in Heaven 8 is not present, it nevertheless has sufficiently rich bass tones. The
suppression of bass tones is made up for by the beauty of the high tones, with the result being the creation of a model
with an appeal that differs to that of Heaven VIII.

Heaven VI

Chrome copper

Machined metal

BA

The top model of the series with the same form and the same driver unit, beginning with Heaven II. The beautiful tone of
chromium copper and a sense of warmth overlap, resulting in natural vocal reproduction. Has a wide sound stage, and
adds a vivid resonance to live sound sources.

Brass

Machined metal

BA

Heaven VIII

BA
i n c om m on
i n co m m o n

Heaven V Aging

Driver unit

Sound quality
A model that has balanced contradictory elements – a richness and steadinessof bass tones, and lengthy high tones and
un-fragmented mellifluousness - on a high dimension. Equipped with a BAM mechanism, high bass tones that are rich yet
steady and unexpected with a single driver are actualized. This attains a completely different dimension than envisaged
with conventional single drivers on the market. High tones also combine lengthiness with an agreeable naturalness.

Brass has been employed as the material for the housing. The reproduced sound is more colorful compared to that of
Heaven 6. The sound stage is slightly wider than that of Heaven 6. Heaven V Aging is a model whose surface has not
been finished off, allowing the user to enjoy the changes in the brass over time. The sound quality of Heaven V Aging is
slightly more colorful than that of Heaven V.

Heaven V

Brass

Machined metal

BA

Heaven IV

Stainless steel

Machined metal

BA

Stainless steel has been employed for the housing. In line with the exact image of stainless steel, clarity is a distinguishing
feature. Along with rich bass tones not expected with a single driver unit owing to the BAM mechanism, the sound stage is
wide and cost performance is excellent with this model.

Heaven II

Stainless steel

Machined metal

BA

The Heaven series entry model. Employs a different driver unit to the top models. Has clear, well-defined sound quality.

